The Common Cold

FOR good reasons, this subject has come under particularly close scrutiny. There is a steady increase of an already wide interest in it.

Volume VIII of the *Annals of the Pickett-Thomson Research Laboratories* is devoted to the Common Cold. Not heretofore has any comparable attempt been made to cover the entire ground.

The work must be regarded as an encyclopedia of information on the subject. Here is digested the information from 2000 research papers, in process of collection for twenty years. To this is added the authors' own extensive researches, covering fifteen years.

It is a critical review, interpretative and commentative. It is most competently done, the authors being David Thomson and Robert Thomson of the Pickett-Thomson Research Laboratory, London.

"Monumental" is a fair characterization. The work is published on an 8½ x 11 format, with xxiv + 738 text pages, making a volume 2½ inches thick.

There is included an atlas of fifty-one full-page half-tone plates, comprising about an even hundred microphotographs. The plates with accompanying text, are in addition to the pagination given above.

An analytical table of contents takes 12 pages. There is a bibliography occupying forty pages, an author index of 10 pages, and a subject index of 28 pages.

Overleaf is presented a condensed outline of the contents. The work is paper bound, and the price is $15.00.
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